
Term 2 opened with an explosive highly original dance performance at the Melbourne 
Theatre Company’s Lawler Theatre. It was an impressive performance by our students, 
their passion for dance was on full display throughout the evening.  

It takes a great deal of dedication and commitment to produce work of this standard so 
early in the year. We have captured some of the energy of the night in this issue with 
some spectacular images and a video of the night.

A special thanks to our dance teaching team, led by Jenna Carracher and ably supported 
by Holly Pritchard and Julia Player, all of whom continue to demand creative and original 
work from our students. The integration of dance with video, supported by a powerful 
dance track, combined to produce a fast paced and highly entertaining evening.

This year we have committed to moving many of our signature arts events from the school 
setting to professional arts venues and our students are responding magnificently to the 
challenge of performing in a more professional environment.

Choral and strings performances will be held at the magnificent bluestone Uniting Church 
in South Melbourne with our signature music evening to be held at the Merlyn Theatre at 
the Malthouse in July.
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IMPORTANT DATES 

Thursday 4th May
Open Day 2pm - 6pm

Monday 8th May
SEAL Registration closes

9th, 10th & 11th May
NAPLAN testing - Years 7 & 9

Tuesday 9th May
Annual General Meeting
7pm at the Library

Wednesday 10th May
VCE Dance & Music Performance
1.10pm - 3.00pm
APC Drama Space

Instrumental Music Evening
Voice & Songwriting/ 5pm-6pm
South Port Uniting Church

Saturday 13th May
SEAL Testing

Tuesday 16th May
New York Information Evening
6pm - 7pm Drama Space

Wednesday 17th May
APC Athletics Carnival

Wednesday 17th May
VCE Drama Performance
1.10pm - 3.00pm
APC Drama Space

Wednesday 24th May
Instrumental Music Evening
Strings / 5pm - 6pm
South Port Uniting Church

Friday 26th May
Trivia Night
Bay St Campus - 7pm



This is part of our continued focus on improving the 
standard and the quality of performance as well as 
opening up our performances to a larger audience in 
our community.

We finished the week with the launch of an art 
show titled ‘Painting The Docks’. This exhibition was 
the culmination of a six month project. A group of 
students from Years 7-10 completed a series of works 
inspired by shipping and shipping infrastructure such 
as the new terminal at Webb Dock.  

Our students were mentored by celebrated local 
artist Julian Twigg who shares their passion for all 
things nautical. He has the happy knack of bringing 
out each student’s creative flair as we saw on the day.

We are deeply committed to the model of our students 
working in partnership with artists in residence across 
the visual, liberal and performing arts as they learn so 
much from experts in the field.

The opening was held at our newly established 
Gatehouse Campus on Princes Pier - a perfect location 
for an exhibition featuring the Port of Melbourne. We 
were able to stand in the space, admiring the artwork 
featuring container ships and cranes as the real thing 
steamed past the windows.  

I would like to thank our corporate partner Victoria 
International Container Terminal (VICT) who funded 
our artist in residence.

During the Easter break our senior art students 
participated in an intensive two day life drawing 
program led by Roar Drawing. Life drawing is at the 
heart of a professional artist’s work so our students 
relished the opportunity to work alongside each other 
developing their ability to understand and express 
their perspective on the human form. In short, they 
loved the experience.

Finally, I want to share our excitement about the 
upcoming liberal arts festival-LitFest-to be held over 
two days, Friday and Saturday 23rd and 24th of June.  

We have secured some fascinating guest speakers 
for this year’s event including Helen Garner, one 
of Australia’s best known and respected authors, 
performance poet Omar Musa and the controversial 
Clementine Ford, author of the recently released 
“Fight Like A Girl.” Tickets will be available soon, 
but in the meantime, please set this weekend aside 
as it promises to be an intellectually challenging and 
stimulating event.

Foundation Principal
Steve Cook
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Photos by Macson Dimovski
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Dance Show 2017
On Friday, 21st of April, the APC Dance Company staged their annual production, “I Am…” at the Lawler 
Theatre at Melbourne Theatre Company.

Twenty-six dedicated students from Years 7 to 12 rehearsed for more than 10 weeks to create and refine the 
performance, which ran for just over an hour - an incredible amount of choreography to learn!
The shows were a huge success, with a sold out evening show that had everyone talking about the talent, 
energy, and professionalism of the performers.

For those of you who missed the performance, we are staging one more informal repeat performance in the 
school gym next Thursday 4th May at Open Day from 3:40 - 4:40pm. 

Make sure you check out the video here at the following link to see highlights from the show!
The password is ‘apcmedia’
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O P E N  DAY  2017

Thursday  
4th May 2017
2.00pm - 6.00pm

Foundation 
Principal 
Presentation: 
5.00pm
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‘Painting the Docks’ Exhibition
On Saturday 22nd April, Albert Park College, in collaboration with the Victoria International Container 
Terminal (VICT), celebrated their partnership with an art exhibition at the Princes Pier Gatehouse.  
 

This exhibition was inspired by the new terminal 
opening at Webb Dock East and showcased the 
artworks of Year 7 - 10 Albert Park College students 
under the mentorship of celebrated local artist, Julian 
Twigg. There was also a selection of works displayed 
by Julian Twigg which sat beautifully amongst the 
student work and demonstrated the influence of 
his work on the students. The students who took 
part in the project and exhibited in the show were 
Melisand Box, Alastair Stephenson, Charlie Symons, 
Oliver Kalicin, Lam-Nhi Nguyen, Tiernan Crowley, 
Andriana Staikos and Laura Heron and they are to 
be congratulated on their interesting and evocatively 
produced artworks. 

The exhibition was designed to coincide with the 
VICT Community Day which saw hundreds of people 
flock to the Pier in order to view the exhibition as well 
as go on a bus tour of the fully automated container 
terminal in Webb Dock East. 

AGM Notice
APC will hold it’s Annual General Meeting on 
Tuesday May 9th from 7pm in the library (Danks 
Street).
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College Captains 2017 Ellen Waite and Alexander Scott

Congratulations! The College Captains are the voice of the student body. They collaborate with 
staff, students and the broader community to achieve the best outcomes for APC. College Captains 
organise and lead the Senior SRC and represent the College at internal and external events. 
Below are some reflections from the 2017 College Captains, Ellen Waite and Alexander Scott.

I feel very lucky to be in this position today as one of APC’s College 

Captains. To be able to help lead the college this year is an incredible 

opportunity, it also allows me so many fantastic opportunities to grow, 

as I positively represent the college to the best of my ability.

This year the aim is to continue to work towards building a greater 

relationship between year levels and with staff, encouraging discussion 

and collaboration to build a powerful sense of school spirit and pride. 

Of course, that isn’t to say that it doesn’t already exist! Already the 

positivity and sense of community that the college prides itself in has 

been evident; the Swimming Carnival being a fantastic example of 

everyone joining together, getting involved and enjoying the day.

The goal this year is to encourage the supportive community of 

students whilst actively seeking out relationships with other schools 

in the inner-city to ensure we cement our reputation as a positive, 

creative, high-achieving community in a diverse range of subjects 

and activities. We take pride in supporting areas many other schools 

dismiss - encouraging and actively supporting the creative subjects and 

continuing to remain environmentally sustainable - to continue working 

to support these endeavours is something which makes me incredibly 

proud to be standing here today.

Holding the role of a College Captain is something I am incredibly proud 

of and I hope that I am able to do the school proud.

by Ellen Waite

While as a group we are all Albert Park College students, 

individually we all face a variety of different challenges. 

While we get told to always look ahead to what is next, 

the holidays hopefully served as a good time to reflect 

on the challenges you faced last term, as well as what 

was successful. It may have been something as simple 

as a Maths concept, an English writing structure or a 

style of painting, or something that may have great 

affect on your future, such as thinking about where you 

want to aim for and what you want to do. 

There are thousands of quotes about failure, most now 

sound very clichéd, so I won’t subject you to listening to 

yet another, but their message still rings true. Without 

failure it’s incredibly difficult to try even better; when 

things don’t go our way we get a kick up the backside 

that in the long run may benefit us a lot more than if we 

were to just cruise through school, and life in general, 

with no real catalyst to improve.

So, if you had a tough Term 1 and experienced your fair 

share of failure, think of it as just another step towards 

success. 

by Alexander Scott
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On Thursday 20th April 2017, the annual Student Leadership 
Presentation evening was held to celebrate the appointed 2017 student 
leaders in front of their families, teachers and friends. Congratulations 
again to everyone who has been appointed as a student leader in 2017! 
 
Student leaders are actively involved in and working towards making Albert 
Park College all that it can be. They represent the interests of students, 
teachers, the school and community. The student leadership program 
makes student leaders an integral part of the decision making process 
within the school and active contributors to the fabric of the school.

Ambassadors
Ambassadors are year level leaders who represent the interests of their year level on the Student Representative 
Council. They contribute to the planning and implementation of whole-school and year level events.

Year 12 Ambassadors

• Jacob Spiropoulos
• Panos Tsilikis
• Kristen Tillack
• Mattie Gouman
• Talia Tambouras
• Alexandra McFarlane
• Macson Dimovski

Year 11 Ambassadors

• Annalisha Andrews
• Felix Harvey
• Liv Lawrence
• Stephanie Li
• Nick Neales
• Sophie Crandall

Year 10  Ambassadors

• Katrina Limnios
• Charlotte Hewitson
• Marcel Mena
• William Hurley
• Laura Heron
• Zoe Chambers

Year 9  Ambassadors

• Molly Robson
• Olivia Gladwell Bolte
• Ginger Clement
• Freya Seckinger Crow
• Oliver Kalicin
• Oscar Pearce

Student Leadership 2017

Year 8 Ambassadors

• Hunter Seabrook 
• Lachlan Hirth 
• Pia Martyn
• Luca Brown
• Melisand Box
• Milo Thompson

Year 7 Ambassadors

• Lara Burns
• Grace Follows
• Kate Nekic
• Nastasia Thorne
• Rupert Pearce
• Aditeya Sonigra

College Vice Captains 

• Oliver Marks
• Stephanie Bakas

Innovation Ambassadors

Innovation Ambassadors are 
representatives of the student 
body who work to promote 
the Arts and STEM throughout 
the College and the broader 
community.

Arts Innovation Ambassadors
• Celeste Perry
• Macson Dimovski 

STEM Innovation Ambassador 
• Felix Harvey
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Student Leadership 2017 
Peer Educators
Peer Educators provide one-
on-one tutoring to their peers 
throughout terms two and three. 
They pride themselves on giving 
back to the APC community 
and enhancing the learning 
environment of the College.

• Arwynn McKinty
• Lily Li
• Stella Li
• Danny Britzman
• Pia Aiken
• Seif Elsayed
• Andrew Yerondais
• Skylah Cox
• Grace-Ann Faulkner
• Kristen Tillack
• Lachlan Black
• Ellen Waite

Portfolio Area Leaders
Portfolio Area Leaders work 
closely with staff and students 
within their designated area of 
the College to run events and to 
help to promote their portfolio 
throughout the College.

Environment leader

• Journey Lu-Spencer
IT Leaders

• Lachlan Black 
• Felix Harvey 
Maths Leader

• Lex Gallon
Science Leaders

• Melisand Box
• Dene Morris
Art Captain

• Alyssa Seckinger-Crow
Performing Arts Captain

• Tanaya Doluner
Inspire Leader

• Katrina Limnios
Music Captains

• Lily Ward
• Jasper Lear 
Debating Leader

• Pia Martyn
• Marcel Mena 
Humanities Leaders

• Johanna Tam 
• Oscar Paulke 
Hospitality Leader

• Lachlan Black
Sport Leaders

• Alexandra Amvasas
• Malachy Asmar-Brown
French Leaders

• Alexandra Gurr
• Alexandra McFarlane 
Library Leader

• Jasper Lear

House Captains
House Captains organise and 
lead their House at all House-
based competitions and events. 
They work collaboratively with 
staff and students to promote a 
sense of House spirit throughout 
the College.

Senior House Captains 

• Sonya Rokhlina
• Nicholas Neales
• Charlotte Hewitson
• Jada Kooyman-Hardge
• Antoine Miller
• Jana Wardrop

Junior House Captains

• Stephie Peterson
• Poppy Robson 
• Thomas Dolan
• Lachlan Hirth 
• Molly O’Donoghue
• Hunter Seabrook
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As Term 1 2017 drew to a close, APC’s foundation IB 
students and their families came together to celebrate 
the College’s first teaching of the IB DP.
 
The evening, appropriately titled First Endeavours, 
gave IB students an opportunity to showcase 
the work that they had completed to date in the 
programme. A showcase of student work was one of 
the evening’s features alongside presentations from 
the College’s foundation principal Steve Cook and 
former DP graduate Will Egan-Griffiths.
 
In readiness for the evening’s celebration students and 
teachers alike reflected on their decision to become 
part of the IB alumni. DP Coordinator Kathryn Riosa 
said it was ‘gratifying to be involved in an educational 
programme that was outward reaching in its 
approach’. Foundation IB student Wells McDonald 
echoed this sentiment saying he was inspired by the 
programme’s focus on intercultural understandings.
 
Excitement aside, students spoke openly about the 
challenges the programme was already posing of them.  
DP graduate Will Egan-Griffiths advised students to 

APC’s IB Diploma Programme in full sail

reckon with the challenge that the IB DP poses with 
the assurance that they will be better people and 
students at the end of their experience.
 
The college’s Assistant Principal in the Senior Years 
Anne Stout congratulated students on selecting the 
IB reminding them that they had joined a special 
alumni which included the likes of Justin Trudeau.
 
There was a hum of excitement as the evening drew 
to a close and the college’s foundation IB students 
metaphorically set sail to their aspirations with paper 
boats laden with life savers. (Photo credit: Natalie 
Jackson).
 
For more highlights from the evening please view the 
First Endeavours film linked here.
 
Any student interested in studying the IB DP is 
encouraged to contact programme coordinator 
Kathryn Riosa. Program information can be found in 
the Colleges Senior Years Handbook distributed later 
in Term 2.

https://youtu.be/m1Mpg0G7xB8


Over the Easter break our maintenance team 
was hard at work supervising the installation of 
a new bank of solar panels.  Energy Australia 
installed a further 40 panels, delivering an 
additional 10 kilowatts of power to the College. 
This installation brings our overall solar capacity 
up to a 30 kilowatt system.

All of the solar panels have been funded by our 
community and the solar installation forms part 
of our overall goal to become Australia’s first 
carbon neutral school.  

If you would like to make a donation towards our 
next installation of panels then simply contact 
reception.  Every donation of $380.00 purchases 
a panel and we are committed to installing a new 
array of panels once we reach our target of an 
additional 40 panels.  
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Published writers! 

Congratulations to students Thom Clark, Alexandra 
Playfoot, Lucy De Gleria Cade and Siena Graham on 
being published in The Port Melbourne magazine! 

These students were able to write four exceptional 
articles about life at the Bay St Campus and being 
a part of the Port Melbourne community. These 
students workshopped and edited their pieces 
meticulously in Term 1 and are to be commended 
on their incredible hard work. 

This is an exceptional achievement and they are to 
be congratulated on becoming published writers! 

Solar Panels at APC 
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2017 Business Management Market Day
On Wednesday 26th April the Market Stall Day took place in the courtyard at Danks St.  
This day involved the three classes of Unit 1 Business Management students setting up and operating small 
businesses for the day. 

The students had gained the knowledge and skills 
in the previous term to create a group business plan 
for their stall. There were a huge variety of foods 
and drinks available to students and staff during 
recess and lunchtime at the Market Stall Day with the 
profits made from the day going to the “Make a Wish 
Foundation”. Sausages, “freakshakes”, hot chips, 
donuts, milkshakes, juices, healthy pizzas were some 
of the things on offer. 

It was a very successful day with $398.85 profit made 
for charity! Well done to everyone involved!

Power House & St Kilda Hockey Club are looking for under 18 players for a mixed 

team in the 2017 season.

We ensure that potential players in VCE can commit as often as they can manage with 
special fee structures and training times available for busy students.
Please contact anne.cerche@bigpond.com
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APC and ROAR drawing:  
Easter life drawing intensive program

In the Easter holidays a group of students, including 
myself, were given the opportunity to participate in a 
life drawing course run by Roar Drawing. The course 
involved three days of extensive life drawing and 
art related activities, with the chance to work with 
life models. The program focused on skills such as 
embracing your mistakes and working quickly, and 
letting go of the perfectionist voice inside you, that 
one which most of us there admitted to listening to 
more often than we should! 
Each day we worked with a new model and not only 
focused on capturing their form and movement in 
our works, but also practised small activities such as 
using both hands, or one continuous line, which we 
hadn’t tried before. This course really helped us all 
grasp a new perspective of the ‘mistakes’ we make 
in our works, and helped us be less afraid to try new 
materials. 

This program really helped to develop my artistic 
skills, especially as I am unfortunately one of the 
people who tends to listen to their perfectionist side! 
I can honestly say that since this program I have 
looked at my artistic possibilities in a whole new light. 

It was one of the most rewarding things I have 
participated in and I would very highly recommend it 
to anyone who has the opportunity to take part in it.

by Celeste Perry, Year 12



Year 9 and the Bay St Campus
‘The Whole Nine Yards’ - Bay St Café

“I worked in ‘The Whole Nine Yards’ café during Weeks 
8 and 9, and it was such a positive experience. In the 
café, you and five peers work together to prepare 
food in a productive environment, which is sold to the 
rest of Year 9 at recess and lunch. The café functions 
like a real restaurant, and in the new Da Vinci campus 
we work to sustain an eco-friendly environment with 
little going to waste and using recyclable packaging. 
Overall, it was a rewarding opportunity and I would 
recommend all year nines who haven’t tried it to sign 
up for semester two!”  

by Chloe Coburn

Mindfulness Club 

During Thursday lunchtimes at the Da Vinci campus many students take part in Mindfulness Club. Here 
students can enjoy a cup of herbal tea and relax while doing a variety of mindful activities including colouring 
in and origami. Students (and teachers!) can go into periods four and five feeling relaxed and refreshed!
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Are you interested in being part of the  

NYC Create Tour 2018? 

Come to the information session Tuesday 16 May 

at 6pm in the Drama Space (Danks Street Campus).  

If you have any questions, please don’t 
hesitate to contact Jessica Lee at jessicalee@
albertparkcollege.vic.edu.au 
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Partnerships Progress
APC’s Grants and Partnerships Team is a group of parents who establish partnerships between the school 
and a range of external organisations to support our programs and facilities. Typically, this takes the form of 
grants, sponsorships, involvement in programs and other contributions in kind.

APC initiatives that have been made possible through such partnerships include:

• Bay Street Campus  
Victoria International Container Terminals 
(VICT), Philips Lighting, Egan Furniture, Greg 
Hocking Holdsworth, Whybin TBWA

• Solar panels  
Energy Australia, VICT

• Scholarships for disadvantaged students  
Rotary, VICT

• Art program  
NGV, Gasworks Arts Park 

• STEM program  
University of Melbourne

• Instrumental music program 
Australian National Academy of Music, South 
Melbourne Community Chest

• Digital curriculum  
Apple

• Landscaping 
Vertical Gardens Australia, Garden of Eden

• School bags 
Crumpler

We are currently focused on:
• Expanding our solar energy system to enable us to become a carbon neutral school
• Funding multi-media equipment for our new media centre
• Funding our next artist in residence
• Establishing a relationship with the University of Melbourne’s marine research program
• Upgrading the landscaping at our Danks St campus

If you are interested in supporting the school by helping us to establish and nurture new partnerships, please 
contact Mark Sheppard on 0417 591 786 or markshepd@gmail.com.  Or simply come to our next meeting on 
Thursday 18 May, at 8am, at the Bay Street campus.

And don’t forget to share a link to our crowdfunding campaign with your friends and associates! 

Bay St Campus fish tanks made possible thanks to the APC’s Grants and Partnerships Team. 

https://youtu.be/TLq5IyDJxzo


Reading Corner “A book that changed me” 
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Books often depict alternate worlds, and when they do, it’s easy for us to become 

completely infatuated with something that isn’t ours. Whilst I love to get lost in books 

like these from time to time, the book that I feel has changed me most is a non-fiction 

book; ‘Scar Tissue’ by Anthony Kiedis of The Red-Hot Chilli Peppers. Kiedis details the 

obstacles he had to overcome - all that became part of creating an American band that 

made history. This reminded me of my own passion for music and playing guitar which 

have led to developing goals that I previously deemed unrealistic. The complete devotion 

Kiedis demonstrated towards the band led me to return to old ambitions of mine with 

renewed persistence and the confidence that they are achievable. ‘Scar Tissue’ is of great 

significance to me.

-by Skylah Cox 10B

Who would have thought that picturing a corpse getting eaten by vultures would become 

a rather romantic notion for me? As it happens this is what occurred after reading the 

novel Sky Burial by Xinran. It’s a true story about a Chinese woman, Shu Wen, recently 

married to a doctor in the People’s Liberation Army who was sent to “liberate” Tibet. Two 

months later we find out that her husband, Kejun, is missing in action. Shu Wen travels to 

Tibet to find him, and so begins a truly amazing journey and haunting love story of both 

people and the Tibetan culture. It makes you question the nature of colonialism in the 

modern era, what does love really mean, how the greed for power impacts ordinary people 

and the nature of sacrifice. This novel inspired me so much I travelled to Tibet to see 

“the roof of the world”, the friendly people and the continued oppression of the Tibetan 

people. Sky Burial is an easy read, without fanfare or complicated descriptions, focusing 

more on telling the story and capturing the tortured longing of the characters.

-by Alisha Kirtley, Psychology and Humanities Teacher

Debating and Public Speaking is in full swing at Albert Park College!  
Forty Year 7 students are enrolled in the new Public Speaking and Debating elective. We have seven 
teams enrolled in the Debating Association of Victoria Senior Debating Competition. In the first round of 
the competition the Albert Park College teams beat Star of the Sea, Firbank Grammar School and Kostka 
Hall. We suffered close losses to Sandringham College and Brighton Secondary College. The following 
students were awarded best speaker in their respective debates: Keir Edwards, Oscar Pearce, Zoe 
Karabajakian and Edie Milner. Joe Buden also competed in the Debating Association of Victoria Senior 
Public Speaking competition. He achieved exemplary scores in the impromptu speaking rounds where 
he delivered speeches on the dangers of nuclear waste storage and the adventures of John Batman. 
Both speeches were prepared in 5 minutes without any access to resources. All students involved in the 
program should be congratulated on their fantastic start to the year.

Debating and Public Speaking



APC House Football 2017
Flannery did it again!!

At the end of March, the annual APC House Football 
competition was held at JL Murphy Reserve in Port 
Melbourne and for the third year in a row, Flannery 
were hot favourites. Flannery had won the previous 
two years and it was decided that Winton & Freeman 
would team up to try to a third victory. However, 
Louis Gleeson, Zephyr Howson, Tom Foley, Jaime 
Brooker, Antoine Miller, Malachy Asmah-Brown and 
many others on the Flannery team had a different 
idea. They wanted 3 wins in a row! One point was the 
difference at half-time; 2 goals was the difference at 
three quarter time, then Flannery went on to win by 
5 goals. 

Well done Flannery on your third victory!
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APC Accounting
 
Over this semester Year 11 Accounting students 
have learnt a variety of practical skills that can be 
used in many areas of their lives, now and in the 
future. Students learnt to create source documents, 
records and reports to maintain the cash records for 
businesses. 

Students were able to put their knowledge and 
skills to use by applying what they had learnt while 
competing against each other in a game of Monopoly 
using Google Sheets/Excel to create records and 
reports. They learnt to create formulas in these 
programs to increase ease and efficiency of recording 
and reporting. 

Come along at Open Day to the Humanities area 
to chat to any of the students (from 2-3pm) and 
Miss Jessop about the importance, usefulness and 
practicality of Accounting as a subject for your future.
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Friday 23 June 

CLEMENTINE 
FORD
OMAR MUSA
Saturday 24 June

HELEN GARNER
GEORGE 
MEGALOGENIS
JAMILA RIZVI
Albert Park College, 83 Danks Street, Albert Park
albertparkcollege.vic.edu.au/litfest

Tickets available soon!

See our website for 

more details
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26th MAY 26th MAY 26th MAY 

888

$35 Ticket sales
https://www.trybooking.com/PYIR

Acknowledging the work of Joh Fitzpatrick

Tables of 8 Available. (Adults only). Albert Park College Danks Street Campus - 40 Bay St Port Melbourne. 
Starts 7.00 pm. Bar operational on night: Wine, Beer & Soft Drinks. All proceeds benefit Albert Park College 
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YOU! ( APC students and their families, staff)

Mother’s Day Classic 2017 Walk/Run around the Tan Track.  

Non walkers/runners can come and cheer us on!

May 14, 2017

Alexandra Gardens and the Tan Track. Meeting points will be advised.

To raise money for breast cancer research, hang out with mums and families 

on Mother’s day and get some fresh air and exercise! 

Sign up on the website http://www.mothersdayclassic.com.au/ and join the 

team: “APC Inspire” using the password: “inspire”

Who:  

What:

  

When:  

Where:  

Why:  

  

How: 

#MDC2017
SUNDAY 14 MAY

Events held nationally | Register now at mothersdayclassic.com.au
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NIRODAH	  COUNSELLING	  SERVICE	  AT	  ALBERT	  PARK	  COLLEGE	  
	  
Albert	  Park	  College	  uses	  a	  counselling	  serviced	  provided	  by	  NIRODAH.	  
Nirodah	  provides	  an	  easily	  accessible	  service	  by	  utilising	  the	  Medicare	  
Mental	  Health	  Rebate	  System	  to	  place	  psychologists	  	  into	  schools.	  	  With	  a	  
referral	  and	  mental	  health	  care	  plan	  from	  their	  GP,	  students	  can	  access	  up	  
to	  ten	  individual	  sessions	  per	  calendar	  year	  through	  Medicare	  at	  no	  cost	  to	  
the	  family.	  Group	  sessions	  are	  also	  available.	  	  
	  
NIRODAH	  offers	  counselling	  for	  individuals	  with	  a	  range	  of	  presenting	  
issues.	  The	  service	  provides	  significant	  benefits	  to	  APC	  students:	  	  
	  

Ø School	  setting	  is	  a	  safe	  environment	  for	  students	  to	  access	  
counselling	  services	  

Ø Little	  disruption	  to	  school	  attendance	  as	  the	  sessions	  are	  
timetabled	  within	  the	  school	  day	  

Ø Qualified	  and	  experienced	  psychologist(s)	  is	  based	  at	  APC	  
Ø Commitment	  to	  provide	  communication	  with	  the	  referring	  

doctor,	  client	  and/or	  guardian,	  and	  school	  staff	  as	  appropriate	  	  
Ø No	  travel	  or	  time	  issues	  for	  parents	  	  

To	  find	  more	  information	  on	  NIRODAH	  and	  the	  services	  provided	  you	  can	  
visit	  the	  website	  www.NIRODAH.com.	  To	  access	  this	  service	  at	  APC	  please	  
contact	  your	  child’s	  Year	  Level	  Coordinator.	  	  
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